#1136 - September Canticles…music of lament, reflection and healing in commemoration of the 10th anniversary of the tragedy of September 11, 2001.

#1137 - The Wanamaker Organ at 100…a centenary tribute to the world’s largest functioning musical instrument, a magnificent landmark at Macy’s downtown department store in Philadelphia.

#1138 - More from the BBC Proms…soloists Thierry Escaich, David Goode and Thomas Trotter preside over England’s grandest concert organ in performances from London’s Royal Albert Hall.

#1139 - Finnished Business…performances by and conversation with the vigorous virtuoso from Finland, Kalevi Kiviniemi.

Pipedreams® is American Public Media’s weekly program dedicated to the artistry of the pipe organ. Host Michael Barone’s celebration of the “king of instruments” is heard on stations nationwide and worldwide via pipedreams.org. Go online to locate a broadcast station near you.